Journey around
cinematic storytelling
When I was a film student in the 70’s there was the book of Joseph Mascelli which
tried to answer the basic questions of movie making, and became a „bible” for generations of directors and cinematographers for many decades. Since those times,
the language of film has changed a lot.
FILMISH_BOOK tries to become a „new Mascelli” through examining the mechanisms
of contemporary film. That is, the ways we can tell a story in the most „filmish” way.

video trailer/FILMISH_BOOK

gaborszabo.hu/en/filmish-book

I found the book a joy to read and was amazed at how effortlessly
Gabor explains complex ideas and concepts. It’s a tough challenge
that he has met brilliantly. He gives a comprehensive view of how
Since the language of international moviemaking is English, I think

Vilmos Zsigmond, ASC

(The Deer Hunter, Close Encounters of the Third Kind)

The main virtue of Gabor Szabo’s book is that it reinterpretes the
book that casts a new light on many widely known concepts.

László Kovács, ASC

(Easy Rider, New York, New York)
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an unconscious tension in the viewer. That’s because
the viewer instinctively wants to “tip back” the image to
bring it back to balance. Often, as viewers, we notice
that we unconsciously turn our heads, stretch our
necks to rearrange the image in a way that we feel
balanced. While such an image can disturb the viewer’s reception, we may intentionally create such disharmonic compositions to achieve a certain impact.

must take it to keep the balance. We’re not doing this
consciously. This is the way we instinctively place two
elements in an image when we feel that the image is
stable, and everything is in the right position.
Directions also have a compositional value. If we show
something moving in a certain direction, we always
want to see more of what’s ahead of it than what’s
behind. But directions also matter in a stationary position. We instinctively compose a larger empty space
in the direction of an eyeline than behind it. But we
also won’t move it too far to the edge of the picture –
except when, on the other side of the picture, in the
background, there is another dominant element, such
asastandingfigurethatalsodemandsaplaceinthe
composition. But we almost don’t even have to think
about all this: our natural sense of proportion will tell
us when an image feels balanced.
And what if we don’t let the image compose itself into
a well-balanced framing, but purposefully deviate
from this golden-ratio-kind-of balance? This creates
an imbalanced or disharmonic composition – but we
must also be aware that such a composition creates

With such bizarre, asymmetric compositions, we can
have two basic purposes. One is to give more (or less)
weighttoaspecificcompositionalelementthanitsnatural gravity. In this case that element can have a different weight/importance in the image than would by
its local value in a conventional composition. So when
we deviate from a balanced composition, by creating a
sort of tension, we intentionally move the focus of the
composition and the centre of attention somewhere
else than where it would normally be.
Our other purpose can be to decidedly create tension,
a sense of discomfort, since we don’t always want to
keep the viewer in peace and harmony. This gives us
a secret weapon that – similarly to music – affects
viewers down to the depths of their subconscious and
allows us to increase and decrease emotional tension.

SHOT
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PHYSICAL TYPES OF CAM. MOV.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL CAM. MOV.
TRAVELING

FOLLOWING TRACK
It may result in a strange situation if the camera
moves together with the actor in a medium close-up
and the background is quite far away; imagine, for
example, a distant mountain in the desert. In such
a situation the background does not change at all during
the movement, and the actor looks like marching on
a treadmill. Of course, this is not a mistake in itself if
we’re only trying to keep the actor in the frame, but
if we would like to express the movement itself, this
is not really going to serve our goal. The other type of
tracking shot is what I call

PHYSICAL TYPES OF CAM. MOV.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL CAM. MOV.
TRAVELING

“REAL” TRACK
Here, the camera really changes its relative position
to the subject in the image. In this case, we can talk about
tracking as a means of expression. With tracking, the
camera can change the shot size and/or the shot angle.
Itcanrepresenttheobjectivepointofviewofthefilm,
or a subjective point of view of one of the characters.
In the previous chapter, I mentioned the difference
between zooming in on something and the camera
actually bridging the distance with a tracking shot.
This difference works on a subconscious level. The
majority of viewers probably won’t notice whether they
see a zoom or a tracking shot. Although the two kinds
of camera movement can take just as much screen
timeandthestartingandfinishingframecanshow
the actor in the same size in both cases, the two are
still different from each other both graphically and in
their effect on the viewer.

Graphically, the difference is that in a tracking shot, the
camera actually moves through space, so by travelling
through the different image layers, they start to move
in relation to each other, creating a three-dimensional
experience of motion. While in the tracking shot the
foreground elements leave the frame, in the zoom they
remain in front of us. Zoom stays in one point of view; its
effect is similar to blowing up a detail on a photograph:
nothing in the image changes but the frame size. To be
more precise, one thing does change: the relation
between the character and the background. This is
because the optical effect is quite different depending
on whether we use a wider or a longer lens. When we
make an approaching dolly movement, the starting

CAMERA MOVEMENT
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Intheearlyyearsoffilm,atthetimeofphotographed
theatre,filmicspacewasbasicallysimilartothatof
the stage. The camera was placed where the audience
was supposed to be, and it shot the scene in front of a
background painting or stage set in one single angle.
As soon as the camera moved from this prominent
spotandstartedtofilmactorsfromnewandunusual
angles, it raised a whole list of questions.
How can we give the viewer a sense of continuous
space and directions if we break up, through our several and various shots, the unity of this organic space?

Before we answer the previous question, let me
complicate things a little more. Handling space in
filmraisesquestionsthatwouldn’tevencomeupin
the theatre. On the stage, viewers meet a real space
thattheycanperceiveinasinglelook.Infilm,thestory
often takes place somewhere that doesn’t exist in
reality as one spatial unit. It often happens that some
parts of the sequence are shot on a set built in a studio,
while other parts are shot on an original location.
For example, the actress may exit the dining room
and enter the living room, which in reality is located
in a completely different apartment. Or she looks out
the window but what she sees (and what we see with
her eyes) has been shot in a completely different city
(or country or continent).
Thisnon-existent,imaginaryfilmicspaceisentirely
determined by the way we connect the shots to each
other.Buttheseartificialspaces,these“cleverly”
assembledfilmicplacescanonlyworkiftheircreators
followthe“rules”ofhandlingfilmicspace.Sowhatwe
areinterestedin,firstandforemost,is:whatarethese
rules?Howcanthefilmkeepthisrealorimaginary
space together in the viewer’s mind?
To achieve this, cinema introduced a special invention:
the axis.

SPACE AND TIME

What is obvious and natural for us wasn’t so obvious
and natural at the birth of cinema, for the untrained
eye of the early viewer. The arrival of Lumière’s train
shockedtheaudience,whowereterrifiedwhenthey
saw the train approaching them. Legend has it that
they ran out of the cinema during the screening
because they couldn’t bear the horror of people “cut
in half” (by the edge of the screen). We probably don’t
even notice how our “cinematic eye” develops and
how something that was unusual yesterday becomes
natural and routine-like nowadays. Watching films
that were made twenty or thirty years ago, we often
findthemunnaturallyslowandstatic.Ontheother
hand, could viewers of those times have even perceived
a music video of today’s speed? And what will we feel
another fiftyyearsfromnowwhenweseefilmsthat
were made nowadays?

CONTINUOUS SPACE
SPACE AND DIRECTION

SPACE AND DIRECTION
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 ThefirstistheKEY LIGHT,whichisthedefining light, the dominant lighting direction of a
specificportrait,stilllifeorwideshot.

If the key light is the only light source, the
unlit parts of the image (the shadows) will be
pitch black, where no detail is visible. To light
these shadows, we use the FILL LIGHT, which
makesthosedetailsvisible.Thefilllightisn’t
supposed to create its own shadows (in the classical
approach), so it’s usually placed near the camera:
this way, it doesn’t generate an additional direction
of light in the image, just throws some light on the
black shadows created by the key light. The relative
contrast ratioofthekeylightandthefilllightstrongly
determines the character of the image. This is why, in
thepast,fixedratioswereused,sometimesthroughout
theentiremovie.Thisway,filmmakerscouldgivethe
wholefilmaunifiedcontrastratio,visualworld,style
and atmosphere.
The third main direction of light is the BACK
LIGHT. This comes from behind the actor or the
subject of the image and is directed towards
the camera. It creates a contour, an outline,
a halo around the silhouette of the actors,
separating them from the background. This direction
of light has become one of the trademarks of classic
Hollywood movies.
We should note that all these three directions of studio
lighting show the subject of the image as a statue or
object in imaginary space, removed from reality, and

are only driven by the intention to give every surface
and curve a three-dimensional plasticity, a vivid visuality.
We could say that these lights treat the subject of the
shot – the actor – as an aesthetic object.

Cinema broke with exactly this approach when it decided
totakethefilmoutofvisuallysterilestudiosandtransport it to real-life indoor and outdoor spaces. This is
when the second landmark era started. Filmmakers
started to rely and build on reality and reproduce it.
Asignificantroleinthisrevolutionwasplayedbytwo
young Hungarian cinematographers, Vilmos Zsigmond
and László Kovács, who started their careers in the
USA around this time. This new approach, which we
may call the era of light-realism or, as others call it,
motivated lighting, is still valid today. Regardless of
whetherthefilmisshotinareallocationorinastudio,
this approach of lighting is based on, and reproduces
conditions that exist in the real world. To be able to
synthesize naturally occurring illumination, cinematographers of course need strong skills of closely
observing and analyzing visual reality. This is the
cinematographic approach taught at film schools
today, and I think these are the kinds of skills that can
actually, surely be taught. Furthermore, I believe that
– in whatever direction cinematographic style will
change in the future – these are the basics that every
cinematographer will always have to learn.

THE LIGHT

What are these three classic directions of light?
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GÁBOR SZABÓ, HCA
Hungarian cinematographer, founder and president of the Hungarian Cinematographers
Association (HCA). As cinematographer he has
completed dozens of feature films, including
the one and only movie in which the highly
acclaimed cinematographer, Vilmos Zsigmond
ASC worked as director. Apart from all those
feature films, Gábor Szabó has shot a number of documentaries, works for television,
also many commercials and music videos.
He has earned several international awards,
including an Acadamy Award nomination for
The Revolt of Job as Best Foreign Language
film. His recent work Strangled was chosen
Best Cinematograpy of the Year in Hungary.
The film is included in HBO and NETFLIX
film lists.
Beside actual movie making he also teaches
university students of cinematography and
film making.
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